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1. Introduction

We give a first comparison between the Principal Component Analy-
s/s PCA ("one of the oldest and best known techniques of multivari-

ate analysis" cf. JOLLIFFE C6] ) and a very young algebraic technique
for the visualization of data namely the Formal Concept Analysis FCA
(WILLE [11]) by applying both methods to Repertory-Grid-Tests
(SLATER [8]). We demonstrate the efficiency of these methods
using the following grid of a 24 years old patient suffering from
bulimia nervosa.

GRID 171E SE ID FP MO FA SI GF YS FF

aggressive - peaceful

vacillating - uncompromising
perform.oriented - enjoying
liaht-hearted - deoressive

typically male - soft _2_

_2_

_5_
_2_

helpless - creative

resolute - undecided

inhibited - open-hearted

In this test the patient judged her most important persons, namely
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her SELF (SE), IDEAL (ID), FORMER PARTNER (FP), MOTHER (MO),
FATHER (FA), SISTER (SI), GRANDFATHER (GF), YOUNGEST SIS-
TER (YS) and her RRST FRIEND (R:), using marks from 1 to 6 with

respect to self-choosen pairs of constructs.

A reading example: The patient judged her MOTHER with respect
to "light-hearted - depressive" with the mark 5, i.e. clearly as

"depressive", her IDEAL as "very light-hearted".

2. Principal Component Analysis and Biplots
In the evaluation of grids the "reduction of dimensionality" is usually
done by the construction of certain kinds of "biplots" (introduced by
GABRIEL C1.23, cf. also JOLLIFFE L61, SLATER [8]).
In order to give a clear comparison between the biplots of PCA and

the line-diagrams of FCA we shortly describe the construction of
the following "SLATER-biplot" of our grid.

BP171E resolute
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inhibited
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This biplot was constructed from the grid by the following procedure:
(1 ) The grid is mathematicatly described as a real nxp-matrix.
(2) Subtraction of the row means results in the nxp-dispersion
matrix X (of deviations from construct means).

(3) Via singular value decomposition (see GOLUB-REINSCH [5],
GABRIEL [1, 23, JOLLIFFE [6]) the dispersion matrix is factorized as

(3. 1) X = ULA' .
where U and A are columnorthonormalized nxr- resp. pxr-matrices,

r is the rank of X, A' is the transposed matrix of A and L is a
rx r-diagonat matrix, whose diagonalelements o^ s Og s... ^0^ >0
are the positive singular values of XX' , which are the square roots

of the r positive eigenvalues of XX' (counted with their multiplicity).
(4) From the singular value decomposition we obtain

(4. 1) XX' =ULA'ALU' =(UL)(UL)' and
(4.2) X'X=ALU'ULA' =(AL)(AL)' .

By (4. 1) [resp. (4. 2)] the rows Q, of UL [resp. P, of AL3 have the
same inner products as the corresponding rows [columns] of X.

From UL = XA [resp. AL = X'U] we obtain, that Q, ^= (XA),^
[Pj^= (X'U)^ ] is the coordinate of the projection of the i-th row
[j-th column] of X onto the (normalized) k-th column a^ of A [u^
of U]: The Qj' s and P, 's represent as coordinate vectors the rows
[columns] of X "in the right lengths, angles and euclidean distances".
(5) If r = 2 the rows of UL EAL3 represent the rows (pairs of
constructs) [columns (persons)] of X in the plane R .
If r > 2 the matrix X = ULA' is approximated by it's rank-2
HOUSEHOLDER-YOUNG-approximation

XC23 = U(2)L2 A(2)' = U, 0^- + UgO^g-

(where U^^ [ A^g^] is the matrix of the first two columns of U [A],
L^= diag(o,, 0g) ). The i-th row of U^^Lg = X^g^A^g^ [ resp. j-th

= (ui1°1, u. 2°2row of A(g)Lg= X,;33'U(2)3, namely Q-^^
[resp. Pj[2] = (aji°r aj202^ contains just the first two coordinates
of Qj Cresp. P, ] and represents therefore the i-th row Cj-th column]
of X in that plane, which is spanned by u,, Ug Cresp. a,, ag3. In the
biplot above the Qj[2]'s anc* l^e ~Qic23's (rePresenting pairs
of constructs) are drawn as line segments, the Pjrpi's as points.
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The following observation, that the inner products between the
Qj's and the Pj s are given by (UD(AL)' = UL2A', which
is different from ULA' = X, leads us to the biplots introduced

by GABRIEL [13, who uses factorizations of X = ULA' = GH'
with suitable matrices G, H. ForG =UL, H = A the GABRIEL-biplot

contains the vectors g, = Qjcaj and the "points" hj = (a^. a.
= PjC23L2 . GH' = x explains the projection rule": Ojhj % Xjj for thethe

interpretation of biplots. Finally we mention, that the k-th axis of the
biptot is usually labeled with the quotient o^2/(o^2 + ... + o^2),
(k = 1, 2), given in percent. From this information we can easily ob-
tain the slope (a^/a., ^) of the vector h, from the slope of the vec-

tor Pjcg^ by multiplication with (o^/Og) = (47/31)'"-, hence this
GABRIEL-biplot is very similar to the SLATER-biplot.

3. Formal Concept Analysis applied to grids
The application of Formal Concept Analysis to grids was explained

by the authors in [9, 10]. Therefore we restate only the main ideas

of this application: From a "many-valued context", e.g. the grid, we
generate a table of crosses, formally a context K. The hierarchy
of concepts of K can be represented in line-diagrams of the con-
cept lattice of K, such that the context K can be reconstructed
from the line-diagram. At first we demonstrate how to condense
the information of the grid by a suitable scaling: We scale the
complete grid with the "threshold-scale 2-5", so that for example
the first line

SE ID FP MO FA SI GF YS IFF

aggressive - peaceful ± J_

of the grid splits into two lines:

SE ID FP MO FA SL GF iYS FF

aggressive
peaceful

Reading example: The IDEAL has the attribute "peaceful", since it
has a mark 5 or 6 in the line "aggressive-peaceful".
This leads to a context with 9 objects and 16 attributes (= con-
structs) with the following line-diagram:
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171E2U
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|vac illating'

^^
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^SISTER ̂ E<»L___^

^?m^=:^-^~-^g?s»

How to read such a diagram?
An object g (e. g. the IDEAL) has the attribute m (e. g. resolute) in
the given context if and only if there is an upwards leading path
from the point named g to the point named m. Examples: The "aggres-
sive" persons of this context are SELF, FATHER and GRANDFATHER,
since they are the only ones with marks 1 or 2 in the line "aggressive-
peaceful" of the grid. Each "light-hearted" person is "open-hearted",
'uncompromising" and "resolute". The only person, which is "helpless"
and "typically male" is the FIRST miEND. In this context the
SISTER and the Y. SISTER have exactly the same attributes.
Let's compare this line-diagram and the biplot above:
Both of them show the same partition of persons, indeed an
extent-partition (cf. WILLE [12]), consisting of the aggressive, the
helpless (undecided, vacillating) and the light-hearted persons.
From the line-diagram we see, that the SELF is uncompromising as
well as all the tight-hearted persons, in contrast to the biplot-im-
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pression : "The SELF is vacillating", resulting from the projection
rule in the "weak form" :

"Q p ' » o =^ the 2. part of construct i applies to person j ,
.. Q pj ' « 0 =^ the 1. part of construct i applies to person j ,
wh'ich^is'"mainly used (since often fulfilled) in the SLATER-biplots.
The projection rule also suggests a large difference in the values
for MOTHER and GRANDFATHER with respect to "performance
oriented - enjoying", but these values coincide. The length of the
vector "Y. SISTER" indicates her highly extreme values (which
are at each construct more extreme than those of the SISTER), a
fact not recognizable from this line-diagram.
If we wish to see the whole information of the grid, we choose
the biordinal scale 03+3 (cf. GANTER, WILLE C4]) to express the
"biordinal meaning" of the marks 1 to 6 for a pair of opposite con-
structs. This leads to a line-diagram with 55 concepts, which we
don't show here. Instead we look "through a magnifier" at the five
"open-hearted" persons of the line-diagram 171E2V and generate
from their 8x 5-subgrid using the biordinal scale 03+3 a line-diagram,
which contains the whole information, of this subgrid. The first line

aggressive -- peaceful
III. FPjMO SL xs.

of'this "open-hearted" 8><5-subgrid generates the following first
six lines of a context with 8x6 rows and 5 columns:

Ifi. MQ SL 1^

"esslve+ := apgressivp - pfiaceful 1

y^a. apgrepsive - peaceful 2

iggressive- .. = aggressive - peaceful 3
leaceful- .aoflces iive - peaceful 4

:= aggressive - ppflceful 5
iceful+ ..= aggres<sive - peaceful 6

Reading example: The IDEAL has mark 5, hence we say "The IDE-
AL is peaceful and weak peaceful (= peaceful-)", since we wish to
express the order "peaceful + =^ peaceful =» peaceful-". The follo-
wing line-diagram of (the dual of) this 48x 5-context shows, that each
attribute of the SISTER applies also to the Y. SISTER, e.g. the SISTER
is "creative" as the Y. SISTER, who is even "creative+ .
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171ECU1

SOfT
enj oying-

open-hearted, -
soft
peaceful -

open-hear1:ed+ resolute, -
"'"' crea-tive-

1ight-hearted,-
unconpronlsing,-

creative
'''^"..

^enj,)<^en-i°yin9 / /
.. /SISTER / /

/

I i gh-t -he ar led* / /
undec ided, *-
helpless,-
deppessive,-
vaciIlating,-

^
MOTHER

l/enj-pyin9+/

pesolute+
unc onpronising+

IDEAL

peaceful

perfornance
oriented, +-

FORtlER PeRTBEB

inhibited, +-
helpless*
typ. nale, +-
depressive*
vacillating+
peaceful+
aggressive, +-

4. Conclusion

\. Reduction: a) In the construction of biplots the "reduction of di-
mensionality" via a projection from Rr- to R2 causes the misleading
biplot-information demonstrated for example in the biplot above.
b) In contrast to the biplots (and many other methods of multiva-
riate analysis) the line-diagrams of FCA reach the aim of an injec-
tive representation, which permits to reproduce the original data
exactly. To condense the information of large data sets in a self-
choosen and interpretable way one can use suitable scales (e. g.
nominal, ordinal, biordinal, interordinal and threshold-scales) (cf.

GANTER. WILLE C4], WILLE [12. 13]).
2. Scaling: The most important difference between both methods with
respect to measurement theory (cf. ROBERTS C7]) lies in the scaling
of the data by a numerical metric scale in PCA and by discrete sca-
les in FCA (cf. GANTER. STAHL. WILLE [3], GANTER. WILLE [4]).
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